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Abstract

We apply a fourth order phase-field model for fracture based on local maximum entropy (LME)
approximants. The higher order continuity of the meshfree LME approximants allows to directly solve
the fourth order phase-field equations without splitting the fourth order differential equation into two
second order differential equations. We will first show that the crack surface can be captured more
accurately in the fourth order model. Furthermore, less nodes are needed for the fourth order model
to resolve the crack path. Finally, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed meshfree fourth
order phase-field formulation for 5 representative numerical examples. Computational results will be
compared to analytical solutions within linear elastic fracture mechanics and experimental data for
three-dimensional crack propagation.

Keywords: Fracture, local maximum entropy, second order phase-field model, fourth order phase-field
model.

Abbreviations and notations list

LME Local Maximum Entropy
Max–ent Maximum entropy
FEM Finite Element Method
GFEM Generalized Finite Element Method
IGA Isogeometric Analysis
XIGA eXtended Isogeometric Analysis
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XFEM eXtended Finite Element Method
PDE Partial Differential Equation
ODE Ordinary Differential Equation
NURBS Non-uniform Rational Basis Spline
l0 Length scale parameter
h Nodal spacing
β Thermalization parameter to control the locality of the LME basis functions
γ γ = βh2, controls degree of locality
v Phase-field variable
u Displacement tensor
ε Strain tensor
a The crack length
G Energy release rate
Gc Critical energy release rate
F0 The elastic energy density of an undamaged body
F The elastic energy density of a body (damaged or undamaged)
P The external potential energy functional
E The strain energy functional
Π The total potential energy functional
Γ The crack surface energy
Γl0 The crack surface functional

1 Introduction

The modeling of fracture is of major importance in engineering applications such as aircraft fuselages, pressure
vessels, automobile components, and castings. The progress in this field and the ability to prevent material
failure have helped control the dangers caused by increasing technological complexity. A theoretical model
for brittle fracture in solids was introduced by Griffith [28] and Irwin [34], which relates crack propagation
to a critical value of the energy release rate. During the last few decades the numerical simulation of such
process has gained importance and often plays a key role in design decisions [22, 59, 67]. This has been
mainly motivated by the impossibility to have analytical solutions in most practical situations and the
costs of obtaining meaningful and detailed information from experiments. Numerical methods, such as the
finite element method have been used to model fracture with some success, but often they are unable to
capture some physical properties of the phenomenon. Modeling of moving discontinuities with classical finite
elements is difficult to automate because of the requirement that the mesh must conform to the surfaces of
discontinuity. It also usually requires local refinement near the fracture zone, in particular near the crack
tips where singularities in the stress field occur [8, 9, 10, 46].

An attractive approach to overcome these difficulties has been presented by the extended finite element
method (XFEM) [16, 42] or the generalized finite element method (GFEM) [64]. These methods allow ar-
bitrary propagating discontinuities without remeshing. One key challenge of such methods is describing the
crack geometry and tracking the paths of the cracks as the fracture progresses. This becomes increasingly
challenging for complex fracture patterns. In general these numerical approximations track the evolution
of the fracture during the simulations but they have shown to be inefficient regarding, for example, crack
branching in three dimensional applications. XIGA formulations (Extended isogeometric analysis) for frac-
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ture [17, 26, 45] aim to combine the advantages of isogeometric analysis and the extended finite element
method. However, they also do not resolve the issue of complex track cracking procedures. An alternative
to model complex fracture are meshfree methods [1, 4, 5, 35, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 58, 61, 62, 66]. While
those contributions also rely on the representation of the crack surface, some meshfree methods such as the
Cracking Particles Method [56, 57] model fracture as a set of crack segments and therefore can capture – on
cost of the accuracy in the crack kinematics – complex fracture patterns quite naturally.

Besides discrete crack models, continuous descriptions of fracture in solids have been presented. Among
the most popular approaches are gradient models [23, 24, 36, 54, 55, 63] and non-local models [12, 13, 14, 15].
They introduce an intrinsic length scale and diffuse fracture over a certain width. Phase-field approaches for
fracture [19] bear certain similarities to gradient models but they converge to a discrete crack model when
the characteristic length tends to zero. Phase-field approaches also do not require an explicit representation
of the crack surface and therefore complex crack tracking algorithms, see the recent contributions [30, 31, 32,
37, 38, 39]. The crack surface is obtained as part of the solution and it is represented by an indicator function
that is equal to 0 on the crack surface and 1 away from the fracture zone. The predecessors of phase-field
approaches to fracture can be traced back to 1998 in [21, 25], where the brittle crack propagation problem
was regularized and recast as a minimization problem. In this model, the proposed energy functional is
closely similar to the potential functional presented by Mumford and Shah [43], which has been used in
image segmentation. The existence of solution to the Mumford-Shah functional minimization was proven by
Ambrosio in [2]. In [3], an approximation by an elliptic functional defined on Sobolev spaces was developed,
based on the theory of Γ-convergence. In the phase-field approach, a continuous field governed by a partial
differential equation (PDE) is used to model the cracks and their evolution. This method naturally deals
with complex crack geometries. Its main drawback is the higher computational cost of solving a coupled PDE
system. In this method, the crack zone is controlled by a regularization parameter. As this regularization
parameter converges to zero, the phase-field model converges to a discrete crack model.

Here we used phase-field model in combination with the local maximum-entropy (LME) method. The
LME approximant schemes were developed in [11, 65] using a framework similar to meshfree methods. The
support of the basis functions is introduced as a thermalization (or penalty) parameter β in the constraint
equations. In [11] it was shown that for some values of β, the approximation properties of the maximum-
entropy basis functions are greatly superior to those of the finite element linear functions, even when the
added computational cost due to larger support is taken into account. Subsequent studies [40, 41, 47,
48], show that maximum entropy shape functions are suitable for solving a variety of problems such as
linear and geometrically nonlinear thin shell analysis, compressible and nearly-incompressible elasticity and
incompressible media problems. In this paper, we study the performance of a fourth order phase-field-model
introduced in [18]. We show it is more efficient to use fourth order phase-field model with LME shape
functions, due to the smoothness of these shape functions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the general theory and motivation for the
second and fourth order phase-field models. Also the continuum formulation of an elastic body with phase-
field model, is presented in this section. In Section 3 Galerkin discretization formulation is presented. In
Section 4, we demonstrate the capabilities of the method through some numerical examples. In this section,
the convergence rate and the error of modeling of the fourth order model are compared to the second order
model. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
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2 Governing Equations and Weak Form

2.1 Second and fourth-order phase-field model

Consider an infinite bar with cross-section Γ, occupying a region Ω = (−∞,+∞)×Γ. According to Fig. 1(a),
a crack is placed at x = 0. The phase-field variable v(x) ∈ [0, 1] with

v(x) =

{
0 x = 0,
1 otherwise,

(1)

is introduced to describe the crack topology, where v = 0 indicates the crack (total damage) while v = 1
refers to intact state. This phase-field is discontinuous at x = 0 and satisfies the following conditions

v(0) = 0,
v(±∞)= 1.

(2)

A function that fulfils the criterion (1) and (2) is

v(x) = 1− e−
|x|
2l0 , (3)

when the diffusivity l0 → 0. Furthermore, as it was shown in [39], this function is the solution of a second
order differential equation

v(x)− 4l20v
′′ − 1 = 0 in Ω, (4)

subject to the essential boundary conditions given in Eq. (2). This second order differential equation leads
to a second order phase-field approximation method, which computes the area of the crack by

Γl0 =
1

4l0

∫ +∞

−∞
(1− v)2 + 4l20(v′)2dx, (5)

with dV = Γdx. In order to approximate this function, a C0 basis such as the one provided by the standard
finite element method (FEM) is sufficient. In meshfree methods such as LME approximants [11], the basis
functions are smooth. Hence, the kink (at x = 0) in the phase-field might not be well-captured with these
methods. Let us assume another function [18]

v(x) = 1− e−
|x|
l0

(
1 +
|x|
l0

)
. (6)

This function satisfies the conditions (2) and introduces smoother approximation as is demonstrated in
Fig. 1(c). We find that Eq. (6) is the solution of the fourth order differential equation

v − 1− 2l20v
′′ + l40v

(4) = 0 in Ω, (7)

under the assumption that v(0) = 0, v′(0) = 0 and vα(x)→ 0 as x→ ±∞ for all α ≥ 0 [18]. The functional
behind this ordinary differential equations is

I(v) =
1

2

∫ +∞

−∞
(1− v)2 + 2l20(v′)2 + l40(v′′)2dx. (8)
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Figure 1: (a) Sharp crack at x = 0, (b) exponential solution of the second order phase-field model and (c)
exponential solution of the fourth order phase-field model with the length scale parameter l = 2l0 .

The value of this functional for Eq. (6) is 2l0Γ, which gives

Γl0 =
1

4l0

∫ +∞

−∞
(1− v)2 + 2l20(v′)2 + l40(v′′)2dx. (9)

As was expressed by Miehe and coworkers in [39], the functional Γl0 can be considered as the crack surface
itself. Eq. (9) is the fourth order phase-field model in 1D.

Finite elements based on Lagrange polynomials are not well suited for the fourth order phase-field model
which requires C1 continuity in the phase-field. A common approach is to split the fourth-order differential
equation into two second order differential equations as proposed e.g. in [6]. Due to the higher order
continuity of the LME approximants, they are ideally suited to directly solve the fourth-order phase-field
equations. Such an approach has been proven to be successful in isogeometric analysis (IGA) [18]. However,
in contrast to IGA which requires at least a quadratic basis, only linear completeness is needed in the LME
approximants.
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The extension of the phase-field model to higher dimensional problems is straightforward. Assume
Ω ⊆ Rd, be a domain with d ∈ {1, 2, 3} and ∂Ω ⊆ Rd−1 is the boundary of this domain. The crack
length can be computed by

Γl0(v) =

∫
Ω

γ(v,∇v,∆v)dV, (10)

with

γ(v,∇v) =
1

4l0

[
(1− v)2 + l20 |∇v|

2
]
, (11)

for the second order model and

γ(v,∇v,∆v) =
1

4l0

[
(1− v)2 + 2l20 |∇v|

2
+ l40 |∆v|

2
]
, (12)

for the fourth order model.

2.2 Phase-field model for an elastic body

In [28], Griffith demonstrated that crack propagation for elastic solids is caused by the transfer of energy
from external work to surface energy. He applied the first law of thermodynamics to formulate cracks in
elastic solid bodies. The first law of thermodynamics states that the change of total energy is equal to the
sum of the change of work done by the external forces and the change of heat content per unit time. Since,
the loads are applied in a quasi static behavior in this work, the change of heat and the kinetic energy are
zero. The change of the total energy for this case, can be written as

∂

∂a
(E + Γ) =

∂P

∂a
(13)

Here E is the total internal strain energy, Γ the surface energy, a indicates the crack length and P the
external work. Therefore, following Griffith model for brittle material, we define

G =
∂Γ

∂a
=
∂P

∂a
− ∂E

∂a
, (14)

where G is the energy release rate or the crack driving force. The material parameter Gc is the critical
energy release rate or the surface energy density. The crack propagates when G gets Gc, where the crack
surface energy is approximated by

Γ ≈ GcΓl0 ,

Γl0 is the crack surface functional defined in Eq. (10).
For a linear elastic isotropic solid, the strain energy is expressed as

E =

∫
Ω

F (ε(u), v)dV, (15)

We assume traction free conditions on the crack faces. In order to satisfy this condition, the elastic energy
density of an undamaged solid, F0, is multiplied by the jump set function g(v) yielding

F (ε(u), v) = g(v)F0(ε(u)), (16)

where F0(ε(u)) = 1
2ε(u) : C : ε(u). Here C is the elasticity tensor and ε(u) = Du with
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.

The function g(v) is assumed to satisfy the following conditions,

g(0) = 0, g(1) = 1, g′(0) = 0, (17)

∀v1, v2 ∈ [0, 1], if v1 ≤ v2 ⇒ g(v1) ≤ g(v2). (18)

The first and second condition in Eq. (17), are the limits for the fully damage and undamaged case. The
third condition states that when v → 0, the energy converges to a finite value. A simple function that meets
these requirements, is

g(v) = v2 + k (19)

The parameter k � 1 is introduced in the case of the second order phase-field model to avoid the singularity
of disappearing internal energy density when the phase-field parameter is zero. However, in the case of the
fourth order phase-field model, it is not necessary [18]. Consider the external potential energy functional

P (u) =

∫
Ω

b(x) · udV +

∫
Γt

tN (x) · udΓt, (20)

where b(x) is body force and tN (x) are the tractions. The total potential energy functional is introduced as

Π(u, v) = E(u, v) +GcΓl0 − P (u). (21)

Since the variations δu and δv are independent, the first variation of the functional, Π(u, v), leads to two
coupled equations

δΠ(u, v, δu) = δuE(u, v)− δuP (u) = 0, (22)

δΠ(u, v, δu) =

∫
Ω

[v2 + k]δuF0(ε(u))dV −
[∫

Ω

b(x) · δudV +

∫
Γt

tN (x) · δudΓt

]
= 0. (23)

δΠ(u, v, δv) = δvE(u, v) +GcδvΓl0 = 0 (24)

For the second order phase-field model, we obtain

δΠ2nd(u, v, δv) =

∫
Ω

{
2vδvF0(ε(u)) +

Gc
2l0

[−δv + vδv + 4l20∇v · ∇(δv)]

}
dV, (25)

and for the fourth order phase-field model

δΠ4th(u, v, δv) =

∫
Ω

{
2vδvF0(ε(u))− Gc

2l0
δv +

Gc
2l0

[vδv + 2l20∇v · ∇(δv) + l40∆v ·∆(δv)]

}
dV. (26)

The decoupled equations can be solved by a staggered scheme that is more robust as demonstrated e.g.
in [31].
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3 Discretization with LME approximants

We consider now the discrete equilibrium equations of (22) and (24), and approximate u and v as follows

u(x) =
∑
a

paua, (27)

v(x) =
∑
a

pava, (28)

where pa are LME basis functions and ua and va are nodal displacement and phase-field parameter. Virtual
displacements and virtual phase-field parameters are represented likewise. The LME basis functions are
non-negative and satisfy the zeroth-order and first-order consistency conditions

pa(x) ≥ 0, (29)
N∑
a=1

pa(x) = 1, (30)

N∑
a=1

pa(x)xa = x. (31)

In the last equation, the vector xa identifies the positions of the nodes associated with each basis function.
The maximum entropy basis functions can be designed to satisfy quadratic consistency as well [60], but we
do not consider these approximations here. The local maximum entropy basis functions are written in the
form:

pa(x) =
1

Z(x, λ∗(x))
exp[−βa |x− xa|2 + λ∗(x) · (x− xa)],

where

Z(x, λ) =

N∑
b=1

exp[−βb |x− xb|2 + λ · (x− xb)],

is a function associated with a set of nodes X = {xa}a=1,...,N and λ∗(x) is defined by

λ∗(x) = arg min
λ∈Rd

log Z(x, λ).

The LME basis functions are smooth (C∞) [11]. In this paper we choose β = γ
h2 , where h is a measure of

the nodal spacing and γ is constant over the domain. In this case the basis functions are smooth and their
degree of locality is controlled by the parameter γ. As it was studied in [11, 4], the optimal support size of
the basis functions or γ value is problem dependent. It is also shown that choosing γ ≥ 4.8 gives almost the
same results as standard finite element method. While decreasing γ gives smoother LME basis functions.
The LME basis functions satisfy a weak Kronecker delta property at the boundary of the convex hull of the
nodes. Therefore, the basis functions that correspond to interior nodes vanish on the boundary.

Replacing the variation of the strain energy density into the Eq. (23), we obtain

δΠ[u, v, δu] =

∫
Ω

[v2 + k]{D(δu) : C : Du}dV −
[∫

Ω

b(x) · δudV +

∫
Γt

tN (x) · δudΓt

]
= 0. (32)
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Approximating u and δu with (27) and a simple calculation yields the Galerkin stiffness matrix. The
interaction between nodes a and b for displacement field is given by

Kab
u =

∫
Ω

[v2 + k]BaCBbT dV, (33)

where
Ba = Dpa.

The force contribution of the a-th node is

fau =

∫
Ω

bpadV +

∫
Γt

tNpadΓt. (34)

Finally, the phase-field stiffness matrix for the second and fourth order are

Kab
v =

∫
Ω

{
[2F0(ε(u)) +

Gc
2l0

]papb + 2Gcl0∇pa∇pb
}
dV (35)

Kab
v =

∫
Ω

{
[2F0(ε(u)) +

Gc
2l0

]papb +
Gc
l0

[l20∇pa∇pb +
l40
2

∆pa∆pb]

}
dV (36)

and the right hand side for phase-field is

fav =

∫
Ω

Gc
2l0

padV. (37)

In this model, cracks can propagate, branch and merge but can not reverse, whereas this feature is reached
by imposing vi ≤ vi−1, such that vi−1 and vi are the phase-field parameters at step i− 1 and i [20].

4 Numerical Examples

4.1 Solution of the pure phase-field equation

4.1.1 One-dimensional problem

First, we determine how well the proposed second and fourth order models approximate the “crack topology”.
For simplicity, we start with the 1D model explained in Section 2. We set the Dirichlet boundary condition
v = 0, for x = 0. We compute the error in the L2 norm and H1 semi-norm for the second order model by
considering Eq. (3) as exact solutions and L = 1. As it is obvious from Fig. 2, the best results are obtained
for γ = 5.8. The rate of convergence in the L2 norm in this case is about 1.7, while the rate of convergence
for γ < 2.8 is about 1.0. The convergence rate in the H1 semi-norm is optimal, i.e. equal 1, with γ = 5.8
but sub-optimal (order 0.4) for γ ≤ 2.8. This is due to the smooth basis functions used to approximate a
non-smooth solution. For γ = 5.8, the LME basis functions are much sharper and rigorously approach the
C0 finite element shape functions for γ →∞.
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Figure 2: L2 norm and Semi-norm H1 errors of the solution of the second order ODE in Eq. (4), as a
function of nodal spacing, h, with l0 = 0.025 and different values of γ.

For the fourth order phase-field model, we compute the error in the L2 norm, H1 semi-norm and H2 semi-
norm. For the LME basis functions, the best results are obtained for γ = 0.6, and the rate of convergence of
the L2 norm error is about 4, which is super convergent. As can be seen from Fig. 3a, for values of γ ≥ 0.8 no
convergence in the L2 norm is obtained. Note that, in contrast to the at least quadratic NURBS–formulation,
we employ basis functions that possess up to first-order reproducing conditions. Strictly speaking, to solve
the fourth order PDE, functions that reproduce quadratic polynomials are required [33], and hence we should
use quadratic max-ent approximants. However, it has already been shown that, in practice, linear max-ent
approximants with low value of gamma effectively behave like quadratic consistent approximants, and the
convergence rate in fourth order PDE (thin shells and phase-field models of membranes) is only degraded
for very fine meshes and very small errors [5, 41]. Figs. 3 and 4 agree with this behavior, in that convergence
is degraded only for high values of γ and for very fine grids.

Figs. 3b and 4 illustrate the error in the H1 and H2 semi-norm. The rate of convergence for γ = 0.6 is
around 3 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 3: L2 norm and Semi-norm H1 errors of the solution of the fourth order ODE as a function of nodal
spacing, with l0 = 0.025 and different values of γ.
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Figure 4: Semi-norm H2 error of the solution of the fourth order ODE as a function of nodal spacing, with
l0 = 0.025 and different values of γ.

4.1.2 Two dimensional domain

Subsequently, we will study the accuracy of the second and fourth order phase-field model to approximate
the crack length according to Fig. 5. The Dirichlet condition v = 0, for the phase-field on the crack surface
Γ is set. There are two sources of errors in the phase-field calculations:
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1. The numerical error in approximating the PDE for a fixed l0, which depends on the nodal spacing h.

2. The modeling error associated with replacing the length of a sharp crack by a regularized functional,
which depends on l0.

We first focus on the first error. The length scale parameter l0 is considered as a positive parameter to
control the size of the fracture zone. When l0 goes to zero, Γl0 converges to the discrete fracture surface.
A certain minimum mesh size is needed to find the “appropriate” length scale. Here we consider a two
dimensional domain Ω with a sharp crack surface Γ = 0.5 as is shown in the Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Two dimensional 1× 1 square, with a sharp crack surface Γ = 0.5.

To examine criteria to select l0 relative to h, we perform calculations with the second and fourth order
model for a fixed grid spacing h = 0.0013, and vary l0. We also consider several values of γ. If l0 is very
small relative to the fixed h, then the numerical calculations will not properly resolve the length scale in the
model, and the numerical error will be large. If l0 is too large, the the modeling error may grow. Thus, we
expect a tradeoff which selects an optimal l0 for a given h and γ. As it is obvious from Fig. 6, more accurate
results are obtained with smaller length scale parameter for the fourth order approximation. For the second
order phase-field model, higher values of γ give better results. For instance, γ = 4.8 and 2h ≤ l0 resolves
the regularized crack surface such that Γl0 ≈ Γ, while for γ = 1.8, 4h ≤ l0 is needed. Hence, in the second
order model, as γ increases the results get better and a finer length scale parameter is needed. In the fourth
order phase-field approximation model, as γ decreases the results get better. In this case, for all values of γ,
choosing h ≤ l0 gives reasonable results.
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Figure 6: Exact crack length over approximated crack length versus length scale parameter over nodal
spacing, by (a) the second order phase-field model with γ = 0.8, 1.8, 4.8, (b) the fourth order phase-field
model with γ = 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.8, for h = 0.0013.

Next, we examine the convergence in terms of both the modeling and the discretization error. For this,
we refine in a concerted way h and l0 keeping the ratio fixed. Fig. 7 shows the rate of convergence of these
two models with l0 = 2h. The second order model with γ = 0.8 converges much slower than the fourth order
model. This is due to the large radius of influence and smoothness of the LME basis functions. Fig. 7 also
shows the rate of convergence for the second order model with γ = 4.8 and l0 = 2h. In this case, the rate
of convergence of the second order model is still much lower than the fourth order model with γ = 0.8 and
l0 = 2h.
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4.2 Mechanical Problems

4.2.1 Infinite plate with a stationary horizontal crack

In order to study the accuracy of the phase-field model, we discuss a benchmark problem that has an
exact solution. Consider an infinite plate with a horizontal crack of length 2a = 20mm under a remote
uniform stress field σ as shown in Fig. 8. The analytical solution near the crack tip for the stress fields and
displacement in terms of local polar coordinates from the crack tip are [44].

ux(r, θ) =
2(1 + υ)√

2π

KI

E

√
r cos(

θ

2
)

(
2− 2υ − cos2(

θ

2
)

)
, (38)

uy(r, θ) =
2(1 + υ)√

2π

KI

E

√
r sin(

θ

2
)

(
2− 2υ − cos2(

θ

2
)

)
, (39)

Where KI = σ
√
πa is the stress intensity factor, υ is Poisson’s ratio and E is Young’s modulus.
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Figure 8: Infinite plate with a center crack under uniform tension and modeled geometry ABCD.

The analytical solution is valid for a region close enough to the crack tip. So, we consider a square
ABCD of length 1mm × 1mm, E = 107N/mm

2
, υ = 0.3, σ = 104N/mm

2
and the modeled crack length

is 0.5mm. Plane strain state is assumed. Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed on the edges and the
crack does not propagate. As we mentioned, LME basis functions satisfy a weak Kronecker delta property.
This property allows us to impose Dirichlet boundary conditions by computing a node-based interpolant
or an L2 projection of the boundary data. In order to introduce the pre-crack, on the crack surface, we
impose the Dirichlet condition v = 0 for the crack phase-field. We first solve a linear system for the v-field,
subsequently we solve the elastic linear system for u. For stationary cracks, the phase-field value is not
updated. Fig. 9a indicates the error in the L2 displacement norm for different length scale parameter for
the finite element method, the second and fourth order methods with γ = 4.8 and γ = 1.0, respectively.
Choosing 2h ≤ l0 < 4h and l0 ≥ 8h for the fourth and second order model, respectively, gives the best
approximation of the solution (for h = 0.005). As mentioned before, this figure also illustrates almost the
same results for FEM and the second order method with γ = 4.8. In this case, the value of the length scale
parameter, for the second order model and FEM, is large. In other words, a fine discretization is needed
to resolve the crack, if small length scale parameter is required. Fig. 9b shows the L2 norm error versus h
for different discretization. The best rate of convergence is obtained for the fourth order phase-field model
with γ = 1.0 and l0 ≥ 2h. The convergence rate of 0.63 is poor. However, the phase-field model cannot
capture the jump in the displacement field and the analytic crack opening as discrete crack approaches such
as XFEM. In this view, the convergence rate of the fourth order model is surprisingly good.
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Figure 9: (a) L2 norm Error for h = 0.005, and different values of l0, (b) L2 norm Error versus different
discretization.

4.2.2 Crack propagation in a cantilever beam

Consider the two-dimensional cantilever beam problem under plane strain condition [18, 39]. The geometric
setup is indicated in Fig. 11. In order to avoid rigid body motion, we fix the point x = 1, y = 0.5 and the left
ends are displaced as shown in Fig. 11. The material properties used for the analysis are E = 109 N/mm

2
,

Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3, critical energy release rate Gc = 1000 N/mm and k = 10−6. Constant displacement
increments ∆u = 0.6 × 10−6 mm, are used for each step of computation. For computational efficiency, the
discretization is refined only in the area where the crack is expected to propagate. We also study the effects
of the length scale parameter. Fig. 12 shows that mesh-independent results are achieved when refining the
discretization. For h = 0.0015, the influence of the length scale parameter on the global response of these
two models, is analyzed in Fig. 13. For the fourth order model, l0 ≥ 4h, is needed in order to obtain a nearly
identical peak load and post-peak curve. While for the second order model l0 ≥ 12h is needed. In other
words, the second order model is more sensitive with respect to the length scale. The crack path at different
stages is illustrated in Fig. 14. As it was expected , the crack propagates straight [39].
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Figure 10: The geometry and boundary conditions of a square beam of side length L = 1 mm.
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Figure 11: The nodal discretization of 60931 number of nodes.
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(a) (b)

Figure 12: Load-deflection curves of (a) the second order model with γ = 4.8 , (b) the fourth order model
with γ = 1.0, l0 = 2h, h = 0.0015, 0.0008 and 15274, 60931 nodes respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 13: (a) Load-deflection curves of the second order method for different values of l0, fixed value
h = 0.0015 and γ = 4.8. (b) Load-deflection curves of the fourth order model for different values of l0, fixed
value h = 0.0015 and γ = 1.0.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 14: Close up around the crack path at the three stages of evolution.

4.2.3 Three-dimensional tension test

A similar problem is now solved in three dimensions as is illustrated in Fig. 15. The geometry and the
boundary conditions are given in Fig. 15 as well. In order to avoid rigid body motion, the line x = 0, y =
2.5 and the point x = 0, y = 2.5, z = 0.5 are fixed. The material parameters are: Young’s modulus
E = 109 N/mm

2
, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 and fracture energy Gc = 100 N/mm. Constant displacement

increments ∆u = 1.5 × 10−5mm are applied at each load step. Numerical integration is performed over
an unstructured background mesh of linear tetrahedral elements. The discretization is refined in an area
where the crack is expected to propagate, see Fig. 16. The crack propagation path is illustrated in Figs. 17
and 18 for an effective nodal spacing of h = 0.06. As it was expected, the crack propagates in the symmetry
path [39]. Figs. 19 and 20 show the load-deflection curves for different discretization. Fig. 21 illustrate the
load-deflection curves for different values of Gc.
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Figure 15: Geometry, loading and boundary condition for the three-dimensional mode-I tension test.
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Figure 16: The nodal discretization is much finer around the expected crack path.
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Figure 17: The crack path at the four stages of evolution.

Figure 18: Phase filed results on the cross section plane y = 2.5 to indicate crack path inside the body.
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Figure 19: Load-deflection curves of the second order method with γ = 4.8, l0 = 0.414 and different
refinement with 1661, 14453, 28177 number of nodes respectively.
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Figure 20: Load-deflection curves of the fourth order method with γ = 1.0, l0 = 0.414 and different refine-
ment.
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Figure 21: Reaction force-displacement curves for the fourth order model with h = 0.1, l0 = 0.414, γ = 1.8
and different values of Gc.

4.2.4 Single edge notched beam with initial crack

In this example we study a slanted crack propagation problem. The initial crack, all relevant mechanical
properties, boundary conditions and the dimensions are shown in Fig. 22. In this figure, the coordinates or
location of point A = (37.5, 150, 0). A candidate v-field is postulated with initial crack width of 2h. We also
consider the regularization parameter, approximatively two times the effective nodal spacing. The results are
shown in Figs. 24, 25 and 26, for an effective nodal spacing h = 2.6mm. The discretization is refined around
the expected crack path, see Fig. 23. The constant displacement increments ∆u = 10−3mm, are applied for
each step of computation. The crack propagation path is illustrated in Figs. 24, 25. In Fig. 25, the crack
path for the second and fourth order model is compared with the experimental result in [29]. The load
displacement curves are shown in Fig. 26 for both phase-field models, XFEM [7] containing 46380 elements
and experimental results in [29].
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Figure 22: Geometry, loading and boundary condition for the three-dimensional single edge notched beam.

Figure 23: The nodal discretization is used to compute the results for the three-dimensional single edge
notched beam.
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(a) (b)

Figure 24: The crack path at two different views.

Figure 25: Crack path for the fourth and the second order phase-field methods with γ = 1.0 and γ = 4.8
respectively, compared with the experiments in [29].
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Figure 26: Reaction force displacement curve for point A, compared with [7, 29].

4.2.5 Non-planar crack growth

In this example, we consider a beam under bending which involves non-planar crack growth. The beam
dimensions and the boundary condition are shown in Fig. 27. The beam is notched at an angle α = 45◦

versus the x-axis, see Fig. 27. This example was also studied with the extended finite element method in [27]
and meshfree method in [57]. They show that the crack surface, while propagating downwards, becomes
finally orthogonal to the xz-plane.

We study the phase-field method with numerical integration of an unstructured background mesh of
65456 tetrahedrons with the effective nodal spacing h = 0.0018 and l0 = 4h. Here also discretization is
refined in an area where the crack is expected to propagate, see Fig. 28. Fig. 29 illustrates the evolution
of the crack front from a top view for the fourth order phase-field method with γ = 1.8. The crack grows
downwards and becomes orthogonal to the xz-plane. Fig. 30 shows the evolution of the crack front from
a side view. The results are in good agreement with the results obtained in [27, 57]. Similar results are
obtained for the second order phase-field model with γ = 4.8. The acceptable results have been obtained
in [57], for 570000 and 4400000 particles (540000 and 4300000 stress points, respectively) and 65000 and
210000 particles for adaptive scheme.
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Figure 27: Side and top views of the beam with an initial crack for the non-planar crack growth.

Figure 28: The nodal discretization is used to compute the results for the non-planar crack growth.
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Figure 29: Evolution of the crack front in the beam seen from the top, the maximum and the minimum of
phase-field, i.e. v = 1 and v = 0 are shown.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 30: The crack path at the different stages of evolution from a side view, the maximum and the
minimum of phase-field, i.e. v = 1 and v = 0 are shown.
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5 Conclusions

We have applied a fourth order phase-field model in combination with smooth LME approximants. The
smoothness and higher order continuity of the LME approximants i.e. C∞, allows to directly solve the
fourth order phase-field equation without splitting it into two second order differential equations. The LME
approximants able us to use highly non uniform meshes and local refinement, and that by using this numerical
treatment the expressions appearing during the Ritz-Galerkin variational formulation are easy to obtain and
not require a cumbersome treatment unlike discontinous Galerking based methods. We compared the second
and the fourth order phase-field model. The fourth order phase-field model gives more accurate and efficient
results with lower γ. We conclude that there is an optimal value of γ ≤ 1.8 for the fourth order phase-field
model and γ ≥ 4.8 for the second order phase-field model that maximizes the accuracy. We have also shown
that both the second and fourth order phase-field models are capable of capturing complex crack behavior
in three dimensions. The proposed approximation also shows potential for other problems which will be
examined in the future, such as cracks in thin shell bodies with complex geometry and topology.
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